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GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Jan 2001 EASTERN STANDARD TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.


































































































































































































































GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Feb 2001 EASTERN STANDARD TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.
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GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Mar 2001 EASTERN STANDARD TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.
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GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Apr 2001 EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.





























































































































































































































GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — May 2001 EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.


































































































































































































































GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Jun 2001 EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.





























































































































































































































GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Jul 2001 EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.



































































































































































































































GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Aug 2001 EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.



































































































































































































































GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Sep 2001 EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.





































































































































































































































GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Oct 2001 EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.



































































































































































































































GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Nov 2001 EASTERN STANDARD TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.





























































































































































































































GLOUCESTER POINT, Virginia — Dec 2001 EASTERN STANDARD TIME.
Heights are in FEET above MEAN LOW WATER.
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